How to Cut PVC Pipe for the Pig Rail

Our PVC pig rail adapters fit 1 ½” PVC schedule 40 pipe.

You can purchase pipe from most hardware stores. Stores like Lowes or Home Depot can cut it for you. A common medium size crate is approximately 42” by 28”. A single 10' length of 1 ½" pipe will be enough for that size crate or smaller.

Measure the inside of the crate from wall to wall long ways (L)

Measure the inside of the crate from wall to wall shorter width (W)

Cut two pieces of pipe: L minus 6½”

Cut two pieces of pipe: W minus 8”

For example with an OXGord 42XXL crate from Amazon ($45) you can buy a single 10' length of pipe.

L is 41 ¼” so you will need two pipes of length 41 ¼” - 6 ½” = 34 ¾”

W is 27” so you will need two pipes of length 27" - 8" = 19”

Need help go to www.mybreedersupply.com/whelpingkit for more information and how to videos. Still stuck call James @ 580-799-2873.